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Reopening: Pause or Relapse  
• A Levelling Off of Reopening

• The 2nd wave of infections in key states will likely lead to a slower 
economic reopening 

• COVID-19 Balancing Act 
• During the reopen phase, states will attempt to strike a balance 

between reopening and risk of viral resurgence

• (Fiscal) Stimulus, (Monetary) Stimulus and (Medical) Solution
• Market sentiment remains buoyed by stimulus and optimism for an 

eventual medical solution
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A Levelling Off of Reopening

• Market Defiantly Plods Higher. The S&P 500 closed Friday 1.8% higher for the week as
volatility appeared to die down despite a surge of coronavirus cases and
hospitalizations in several southern/western states and indications of a slowdown in
the reopening-driven recovery. Justification for the market’s upward trajectory
rested on a combination of the ongoing (albeit slower) reopening, massive fiscal
and monetary stimulus and continued strength in the technology sector.

• The Reopening Pause. Glenmede’s Reopening Index, which seeks to measure the
reopening of the economy via a combination of high-frequency daily and weekly
data, estimates that ~48% of economic activity that was lost due to social
distancing has so far been regained. This figure has leveled off recently as a
resurgence in cases in some key southern and western states took center stage.

• A Regional Relapse. The U.S. is currently facing a significant new outbreak in COVID-
19 cases, particularly concentrated across the country’s southern belt. As several
states grapple with a second wave of infections, some officials are suspending
economic reopening efforts to avoid placing significant strain on medical facilities.
In states experiencing a larger pick-up in case growth (e.g., Texas, Arizona and
Florida), managing the reopening process while containing case growth will prove
imperative in continuing economic reopening efforts.

Chart of the Week:
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The 2nd wave of infections in key states will likely lead to a 
slower economic reopening 

A Number of States Face Concerning Trends



(Fiscal) Stimulus, (Monetary) Stimulus and (Medical) Solution

• Fiscal Stimulus Bill #5. Talks are heating up over the prospect of more stimulus, but
Congress remains divided over the details of the next stimulus bill. Republicans
argue the package should encourage the opening of the economy and keep the
price tag at or below $1T, but Democrats wanted larger assistance for displaced
workers. The outcome of this debate remains fluid with COVID-19 cases rising, but
the likely scenario is a package around $1T by August.

• The $7 Trillion Fed Balance Sheet. The Fed’s balance sheet declined last week to sit
just under $7 trillion amid dampened use of the Fed’s emergency facilities, but this
decline masks the ongoing massive monetary accommodation. The Fed has almost
doubled its balance sheet since the COVID-19 outbreak began, including adding
corporate bonds, loans and even some ETFs and municipal securities to its list of
asset purchases. Discussions have now transitioned to exploring yield curve control
and the very high “limits” of their potential bond buying activity.

• The Longer-Term (Medical) Solution. A return to long-term growth and stability will
depend on the development and wide distribution of one or more effective
vaccine(s) or treatment(s). Currently, there are 21 candidate vaccines in various
states of clinical trials. Scientists are cautiously optimistic a vaccine with some level
of effectiveness could be developed by the end of 2020 or early 2021. Oxford
University and AstraZeneca are currently furthest along in Phase-III* development
with a potential distribution of 400M+ doses by the end of the year.
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COVID-19 Balancing Act 

• Case Count Concerns Grow. Net new reported COVID-19 case counts continue to
rise, as the seven-day moving average stands at a new record 42,621. While the
number of fatalities and individuals requiring serious medical attention has risen
significantly in places like Arizona, Texas and Florida, overall hospitalizations and
deaths at the country level remain well below previous highs. The lower severity so
far may be due in part to accelerated testing of lower-risk cases or a longer lag
between confirmed cases and fatalities, justifying close monitoring of trends.

• COVID-19 Contagion. The purpose of social distancing has been to flatten the
COVID-19 infection curve so as to limit strain on the nation’s healthcare system. A
valuable way to track this strain is by comparing the percentage of intensive care
unit (ICU) beds that are occupied and the reproduction rate (Rt) by state. States
that observe a combination of high Rt values and high utilization of ICU beds are at
risk of being forced into renewed shutdowns of their economies in order to avoid a
shortage in healthcare capacity.

• A Regional Issue. Texas, Arizona and Florida, along with a handful of mostly southern
and western states, bear close watching due to possible need for another round of
shutdowns. Partial rollback of reopenings or more draconian shutdowns in those
states, which account for ~33% of U.S. GDP, are likely to slow the economic
recovery. The reopen phase of the pandemic is likely to be marked by this regional
balancing act between the reopening and the risk of a viral resurgence.

During the reopen phase, states will attempt to strike a 
balance between reopening and risk of viral resurgence

Market sentiment remains buoyed by stimulus and optimism 
for an eventual medical solution

*Phase III in clinical trials is when the vaccine is administered to thousands of people and tested for efficacy and safety
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